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Some figures to start with

 Cost of fraud

 In 2011 suspected fraud cost around €404 million

 In 2011, OLAF investigations and coordination cases led to the 
recovery of 691,4 Million Euro 

• Ex: 389 million € are related to one single case in relation 
to road construction in Calabria

 OLAF generally considers than under 10% of cases involve
organised crime. However, the financial impact of these cases 
is significantly higher than other cases
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Cost of Fraud

 Economic Cost: Loss is greater than 1 to 1

 Social Cost: fraud endangers the efficiency of EU policies and  

good faith beneficiaries

 Very high reputational risk damaging the image of European 

projects

 Profits coming from EU fraud can support organised crime 

networks

►Fighting fraud concerns all actors
involved in managing EU Funds
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Commission Anti-Fraud Strategy

Adopted on 24 June 2011

The CAFS covers …

 the whole “anti-fraud cycle”: prevention, detection, investigation, 
sanctioning and recovery of misused funds

 revenues and expenditure of the EU budget

 cooperation with Member States, third countries and 
international organisations but focuses on the activities of the
Commission
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CAFS priorities

 Adequate anti-fraud provisions in the proposals for spending 
programmes under the next multi-annual financial framework

 Sectoral anti-fraud strategies at DG level

 Revision of public procurement directives

 Eastern border anti-smuggling Action Plan



Fraud prevention provisions in spending
programmes

 Standard anti-fraud clause in direct management and external aid 
instruments

 Anti-fraud clause in the Common Strategic Framework and in other 
shared management instruments 

 Enable the Commission and the Court of Auditors to audit and OLAF to 
investigate

 Allow the Commission to ensure that implementation partners apply anti-
fraud measures throughout the whole anti-fraud cycle



Increased vigilance of Commission’s 
services regarding fraud related issues

Fight against fraud should involve all Commission Services

▼

Adoption of antifraud strategies at the level of each DG will be
one of the main deliverables of the CAFS



Better Support to Member States in the 
fight against fraud

 Developing exchanges of best practices

 Supporting Member States in putting in place fraud risk analysis

 Improving detection and reporting in all Member States (significant 
differences of fraud rates declared by MS)

 Supporting MS in the development of anti-fraud strategies

 Improving the recovery procedures to ensure that the financial 
burden falls on the fraudster



Action plan to fight against smuggling of 
cigarettes and alcohol along the EU Eastern 

Border
 Smuggling of cigarettes and alcohol is one of the prevailing 

criminal phenomena at the EU Eastern border:
 Huge financial losses for EU and national budget (estimated 10 

billion € /year)
 An important source of financing for internationally structured 

criminal organisations (large profits and relatively low risks, 
encourage corruption, possible links with other type of trafficking)

 Action plans aims at:
 Supporting enforcement capacity (EU MS and neighbour countries):

improved technical equipment/organisation of JCO and PCA
 Raising awareness (make smuggling less profitable)
 Improving operational cooperation including sharing intelligence
 Improving the legal framework for international cooperation
 2013: COM will take a major initiative stepping up the fight against

cigarette smuggling
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Improving the legislation

 Recent adoption by the Commission of the proposal for a 
Directive on the protection of the financial interests of the EU by 
criminal law COM(2012)363, 11 July :

 Setting out a comprehensive and dissuasive criminal law 
framework for the protection of the EU’s Financial Interests

 Ensuring better harmonised rules between Member States 
expressing the fact that the protection of the Union’s public 
money is a solidarity interest at Union Level  (common 
definitions of offences, better approximated level of sanctions 
and procedural rules)



Improving the legislation (perspectives)

 Upcoming directive on the protection of the Euro against 
counterfeiting

 Upcoming initiative on the setting up of the European Public 
Prosecutor Office ( + PIF procedural rules)
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Thank you.

Remarks and questions are welcome!

Contact: 
Isabelle JEGOUZO (HoU OLAF/D/2 ‘Fraud prevention’)


	Ms. Jegouzo.ppt

